To evaluate the independent effects of caloric restriction (CR) and body weight (BW) on mortality rate (MR) and the extent to which BW may mediate the effect of CR on MR. DESIGN AND SUBJECTS: Data were from the Biosure Study, a randomized, controlled, prospective intervention study of diet regimens in 1200 Wistar rats. Animals were followed until they died spontaneously, were euthanized because of illness, or reached age 30 months. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: Cox regression was performed to evaluate the effects of CR and BW on MR. Bootstrap procedures were used to test the contribution of BW to the effect of CR on MR. RESULTS: CR initiated after age 13 weeks decreased the rate of subsequent mortality. The MR increased with higher BW in early adulthood (21 weeks) and this effect persisted even after adjustment for CR. After adjustment for BW in early adulthood, we did not find a similar relation between mortality and BW in late adulthood (105 weeks). Mediation analysis indicated that low BW associated with CR appeared to mediate some of the mortality-reducing effects of CR, but CR clearly had effects independent of BW. The reductions in BW appeared to account for approximately 11% of the effect of CR. CONCLUSION: CR and BW have independent effects on MR in Wistar rats. BW may mediate a small part of the CR effects on MR.
Introduction
Two intersecting but not identical topics of study are the effects of caloric intake on longevity and the effects of relative body weight (BW) on longevity. Studying these topics in experimental animals is valuable because it allows experimental manipulation of caloric intake while many potentially confounding factors are held constant. Many experiments have established that caloric restriction (CR) leads to a decreased mortality rate (MR) in a variety of species, including several mammalian species; 1,2 CR also leads to decreased BW. 3 It is also well established in both rodent [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and human [10] [11] [12] models that obesity leads to earlier mortality. This might lead to speculation that CR achieves its effects by reducing BW or body fat. 13, 14 Nevertheless, for a number of years, a dominant view among CR researchers seems to have been that decreases in BW or body fat do not mediate the effects of CR on longevity and that increased BW or fat may not even be a risk factor for earlier mortality. For example, Johnson et al 15 found that in
Zucker rats the percentage body fat in food-restricted obese rats did not differ from that of animals with free access to food, thus longevity was influenced by metabolic pathologies other than obesity per se. Similarly, Masoro 16 noted that although body fat was decreased by a reduction in energy intake, the decrease was not causally related to the antiaging action. Ingram and Reynolds 17 reviewed the literature and concluded that little support existed for the hypothesis that leanness per se results in long life in laboratory rodents. In contrast, Sprott 18 reviewed the data on MRs in rodents, and noted that animals with free access to food had decreased lifespans and that tumors occurred earlier in life than was the case for food-restricted rodents, the most likely cause being increased BW. Thus, opinions are not entirely consistent with respect to the relation between BW and longevity. The data on BW and longevity in rodents have been inconsistentFsome studies have reported positive associations and others have reported negative associations. 2, 19 Methodological factors may be responsible for this inconsistency: some studies of longevity in rodents use relatively small sample sizes 2 The purpose of this study is to evaluate the evidence for each of these hypotheses in a large, well-controlled study analyzed with appropriate statistical methods.
Materials and methods

Sample and design
Raw data were from the Biosure Study, 22 and were supplied to us courtesy of Dr PN Lee. At age 3 weeks when they were weaned, 600 male and 600 female Wistar rats from Smith Kline and French Research Ltd (SKF) were randomly assigned to one of 12 groups, with each group containing 50 males and 50 females and each group assigned a preset dietary regimen. Animals were fed with the assigned dietary regimen and followed from the first day after weaning, namely, the beginning of the 4th week of life (week 4), until they died spontaneously; were euthanized because of illness; or reached age 30 months. Table 1 shows the 12 dietary regimens, which were characterized by the diet components and food accessibility. The experiment can be divided into two stages: stage 1 is from the beginning of week 4 until the end of week 13; stage 2 is from the beginning of the week 14 until death. In stage 1, one of four types of diets were used for each regimen: standard breeder diet, low-nutrient breeder diet, low-nutrient maintenance (high-fiber) diet, and rat diet. In stage 2, one of three diets was used for each regimen: standard maintenance diet, low-nutrient maintenance (high-fiber) diet, and porton rat diet, a standard toxicology diet used by SKF. The formulae and compositions of these diets were published elsewhere. 22 During the first week of the experiment, all 12 groups were given free access to food (fed ad lib). After that, food accessibility was: (1) ad lib; (2) CR: restricted to 80% ad lib, based on the most recent food consumption of animals on the same diet ad lib (see measures section below); and (3) restricted to 6 h/day with free access during those 6 h. Some of the groups had the same food accessibility in both stages but some groups did not. 22 Groups 11 and 12 had the same regimen in stages 1 and 2, but the other 10 groups had different diet components, different accessibility to food, or both. 22 In the remainder of this paper, CR is an indicator variable taking the value 1 if access to food is restricted and 0 otherwise. Although our primary interests are CR and BW effects, we also created indicator variables for other types of food access and types of diet and sex, which are incorporated into the analysis as covariates.
Measures
The primary measures used in this study were BW, food consumption, and age at death or censoring. Weights were measured weekly and terminal BWs were measured on the day of autopsy and recorded to the nearest gram. In the analyses reported herein, we studied only weights recorded on or after age 21 weeks, a period generally thought to represent adulthood in rats. 22 Food consumption was measured every day for every animal during the first 8 weeks of study. After that, up to 20 randomly chosen animals were measured once every 2 weeks until week 20 and once per month thereafter.
Statistical analysis
Time to death was analyzed via Cox regression, 23 which takes into account how long each animal lived. It allows all animals to be included in the analysis, even those that did not die before the end of the study, without having to lose information by dichotomizing animals as simply having died or not died before the end of the study. terms whether CR moderated the effect of BW on MR. This was tested by evaluating the significance of terms representing the interaction between CR and BW. Second, given the well-documented U-or J-shaped relation between relative BW and MR in humans, we also tested for nonmonotonicity in the relation between BW and MR by adding polynomials of week 21 BW to the Cox regression models. If there is no interaction between BW and CR and the main effect of BW in this model is significant, then this indicates that BW has an effect on mortality that is independent of CR. Conversely, if there is no interaction between BW and CR and the terms representing CR in this model are significant, it indicates that CR has an effect on mortality that is independent of BW.
To test the hypothesis about whether BW fully accounts for the effects of CR or just contribute to part of CR's effects, we used the testing framework of Baron and Kenny 25 and the specific test provided by Clogg et al. 26 Kraemer et al 27 also
provided a similar framework. Baron and Kenny 25 articulated criteria to be met to support the hypothesis that a variable, BW, mediates (ie, is on the causal path between) the relationship between an independent variable, CR, and a dependent variable, MR. Their criteria entail the following:
(1) CR significantly predicts BW, (2) CR significantly predicts MR, (3) BW significantly predicts MR, and (4) the absolute value of the slope of the regression of MR on CR must be reduced after BW is controlled for. We evaluated the first condition using a mixed effects model with the repeated measurements of BW serving as the dependent variable and CR and the other covariates of interest serving as the independent variables. The second and third conditions were evaluated by using Cox regression as described earlier except that the models did not include any terms for BW or CR, respectively. Evaluating whether the fourth condition is met is more complex. Although Baron and Kenny offered no formal test for determining whether the reduction in estimated effect is statistically significant, Clogg et al 26 offered such a method, which they termed a test of collapsibility, and we use their approach here. In cases other than ordinary least-squares regression, Clogg et al recommended performing the inference via bootstrap procedures, which we do here to estimate the slope of the regression of MR on CR with and without adjustment for BW. We further defined the relative contribution of BW to the effects of CR by
where coefficient 1 is the coefficient of CR in the Cox regression adjusted for BW and type of diet components and coefficient 2 is the coefficient of CR in the Cox regression before adjustment for BW.
As no effects of CR at stage 1 (CR1) and the interaction between CR1 and CR at stage 2 (CR2) on MR were found in preliminary analyses, we focused on the CR2 effect but included CR1 in the model as a covariate. Compared with animals with free access to the same diet, limited access to food to 6 h/day resulted in decreased food consumption to around 80% in stage 1 (group 8) but increased to around 120% in stage 2 (groups 4 and 8). 22 We ran the analyses both with and without these two groups and found no obvious differences. This allayed any concerns that the groups with limited access to food might also have been undergoing CR. As only some of the animals fed the SM diet experienced CR in stage 2, we analyzed both the whole sample and the subsample containing only animals fed the SM diet in stage 2. The results were quite similar. Therefore, here we report the result from the whole sample. All analyses were conducted at a two-tailed 0.05 alpha level.
Results
Characteristics of the sample
Within each sex group, all 12 groups had similar patterns of BW change across the lifespan. For males, mean BWs increased steadily from ages 21 to 79 weeks. At age 105 weeks, BW was similar to that at age 53 weeks except for groups 3 and 5, whose mean values at age 105 weeks were similar to those at age 21 weeks (Figure 1a ). For females, mean BWs of all 12 groups increased steadily until week 105 (Figure 1b) .
CR predicts BW
Conditional on sex and type of diet components, CR2 had significant effects (Po0.001) on BWs but age had no effects CR, BW and longevity C Wang et al on BW nor did its polynomial forms (quadratic and cubic) have effects on BW. However, the age-by-CR interaction had significant effects on BW (Po0.001).
CR and BW predict MR Both CR2 and BW in early adulthood have independent effects on MR. Both week 21 BW and CR2 significantly predict survival of these rats. Furthermore, the effects were still significantly conditional on each other and the interaction between BW and CR2, which had no significant effects (Table 2 ). These results suggest that both BW and CR2 have independent effects on MR. BW at late adulthood has no significant effect on MR. Conditional on CR2, the hazard of MR increased 57% per standard deviation increment of week 21 BW (hazard ratio ¼ 1.566, Po0.0001). The effect of week 105 BW seems opposite in direction to the effect of week 21 BW, but was not statistically significant ( Table 2 ).
The absolute value of the CR coefficient decreased after adjustment for BW The absolute value of the Cox regression coefficient of CR2 decreased after adjustment for BW. CR2 had a highly significant effect on MR both before and after adjustment for weeks 21 and 105 BW. After adjustment for BW, the absolute values of the coefficients in the Cox regression decreased ( Table 2 ). The absolute value of the slope of the regression of MR on CR2 decreased after BW was controlled for, and the relative contribution of BW is 10.8%, which is modest. We further tested the significance of the relative contribution by bootstrap procedures, and the estimated relative contribution is 11% (95% CI: 1-25%). The effect on week 21 BW is not a function of CR2 because the interaction between them was not significant. According to Baron Figure 1 Mean BW of rats: (a) male rats and(b) female rats.
CR, BW and longevity C Wang et al
Monotonic relationship between BW and MR Conditional on BW, BW 2 had no effect on MR, suggesting that the effect of BW on the MR is approximately linear (Table 2) , which indicated a monotonic relationship between BW and MR.
Discussion
Both caloric intake and BW (body fat, body mass index (BMI), or both) are related to lifespan. However, the independent effect of BW on mortality from all causes is still unclear. This study tested two sets of hypotheses, one concerning whether CR and BW independently affect MR and the other concerning the extent that adult BW mediates the effects of CR on MR. We found that both CR and adult BW independently affect MR. However, at old age (105 weeks), BW may have the opposite effect, and it has no statistical significance, both before and after conditioning, on CR and BW in early adulthood. BW 2 had no effect on the hazard of mortality (Table 2 ). This indicates that there is no evidence of a nonmonotonic or U-shaped relationship between BW and MR in these rats. We also found that CR significantly predicts MR and BW, BW significantly predicts MR, and the absolute value of the slope of the regression of MR on CR decreased after BW was controlled for. Therefore, BW partially mediates the effects of CR on MR. However, BW did not fully account for the CR effect on MR. The relative contribution of BW to the CR effect was around 11%. To date, CR is the only intervention identified that has consistently prolonged lifespan and decreased MR in multiple species, including mammals. Although CR should not be conflated with low BW, it must be acknowledged that CR markedly decreases BW and fat mass. 3 As mentioned above, the role of BW in CR's effect on MR has been the subject of diverse opinions, although the dominant view seems to have been that decreases in BW or fat do not mediate the effects of CR on longevity and increased BW or fat may not even be a risk factor for earlier mortality. Our results suggest that BW not only independently affects MR but also mediates some of the effect of CR. In longevity and mortality studies, BW in laboratory animals and BMI in humans are commonly used as indicators of obesity. However, body fat mass or percent body fat may provide better estimates of obesity. Barzilai et al 13, 14 reviewed data on the role of body fat in the beneficial effect of CR. Evidence shows that the selective reduction in particular depots of body fat may have profound beneficial effects on health. Thus, the reduction in fat mass may at least partially explain the effect of BW on MR. Future research should take advantage of new methodologies that allow repeated in vivo measurement of body fat in rodents. 28 An interesting finding of this study was that compared with the well-established U-or J-shaped relation between BMI and rate of mortality in human studies, 29 a monotonic relation between BW and rate of mortality was found in this animal study. One possible explanation for the relatively high MR among low-BMI individuals in human studies is the existence of confounding factors, especially smoking, poor diet quality, and pre-existing diseases. In this study, such CR, BW and longevity C Wang et al putative confounding factors were well controlled and a monotonic relation was found.
Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that BW mediates (at least partially) the relation between CR and MR. However, the four conditions being met cannot rule out the competing hypothesis that CR affects BW but achieves its effect on MR through some other variable that is highly correlated with BW both within and across levels of CR.
In interpreting the results of this study, several other factors also should be kept in mind. First, obviously, rats are not humans and extrapolating from one to the other must be carried out with trepidation. Second, as stated above, we studied BW, not body fat, and studies on body fat may yield different results. 30 Finally, examining the effects of BW at a single time is not the same as examining the effects of change in BW, 31 and our results should not be taken to apply to weight change per se.
In conclusion, we found that CR and BW have independent effects on MR in Wistar rats. BW may mediate some, but not most, of the CR effects on MR.
